fiji
Fiji is the perfect holiday destination, blessed with 333 tropical islands in the heart of the South
Pacific. Fiji is also the home of happiness…..

For a family vacation who wants an all inclusive private resort set upon 3,500 exclusive
acres on its own island in the archipelago of Fiji is Laucala Island which brings a new meaning
to the term “all-inclusive resort.”
A private island resort, Laucala Island is set amidst coconut plantations,
sandy beaches, turquoise lagoons, rich green mountains and
breathtaking natural beauty, often drawing comparisons as a veritable
paradise on earth. True luxury is appreciated in the privacy of the resort’s
25 villas as well as the freedom to experience a variety of activities,
ranging from golf to water sports to beachside horseback riding and more.
The resort prides itself on an integral philosophy, incorporating elements
of the entire island into each guest’s experience, and offering products
and ingredients raised and grown on the island.

This is a perfect island escape, for those who seek the total luxury of privacy and space, relaxing
ambience, enjoying culinary delicacies, yet being sportive active. Anything is possible on Laucala playing a round of golf, cycling the island, game fishing, diving or sailing the turquoise waters or being
pampered in the spa. The resort set a high value in taking a holistic approach of self-sustainability in
growing all fruits and vegetables on their own farms; breeding poultry and cattle, making their own honey
and bottling the purest volcanic mineral water - providing the best quality of produce possible for our
restaurants.
If you are searching for a paradise lost you can’t do better than to follow your dreams. For those who do,
it wont disappoint.

How to Get There
Located in the northern part of Fiji, just off the Island of Taveuni, transfers to Laucala are direct to
Laucalas private airstrip, either by King Air or by Clients private plane.

Private Jet Landing
Handling fee for private jet landing on Laucala Airport per landing and departure will be incurred if
requested.
Laucala Island Aerodrome is private and offers day and night operations.

The grooved concrete airstrip is 1143 meters long and 23 meters wide.
Only twenty-five residences widely spread on the northern tip of the island, each with its own swimming
pool, leaving ample space giving the most privacy you can imagine. Seamless transition from indoor to
outdoor living creates an inspiringly relaxed yet luxurious atmosphere.
Overwater "Wai" (Overwater Lagoon) stay in overwater lagoon for an experience

Guests will receive as a welcome gift a spa experience of their choice for 90 minutes.

Guests are offered ‘cuisine à la Laucala’ in five different restaurants beginning from degustation dinners in the
colonial Plantation House Restaurant, Asian influenced dining in the tree tops of the Seagrass Lounge or barbeques
at the beach. Mountain sides, cliff tops white sandy beaches and turquoise waters - this awaits you on Laucala

